Please note:

The following shot logs are intended as an aid to understanding what content can be found in the film and video footage, and to help in locating specific footage. However, these are production logs and as such there may be omissions, typos, and mis-identifications. Care should be taken especially with any translations included in these shot logs; translations are generally very rough and should not be considered a quotable source. Spellings of Ju/'hoan words, names, and place names are not authoritative; they may reflect older spellings or be incorrect.

Because the shot logs were mostly-in created for the purposes of film production, the logs do include subjective comments and there is extensive use of nicknames, acronyms, and other shorthand. At the end of this document is a list of commonly-used acronyms with explanations, as well as a list of individuals who frequently appear in the shot logs. These lists are not definitive.

Shot logs for 83.11.1, 83.11.2, 2005.11.16, 2005.11.17, 2005.11.18, and 2005.11.43 were compiled by the HSFA, based on existing content notes and screenings by staff. All other shot logs were created by John Marshall, his colleagues, and staff between 1960 and 1998.

Please contact the HSFA with any questions or comments.
2005.11.13-1
(SAN 94 TAPE 1)
TC: 00:00:00 - 00:30:42

JKM asks questions concerning land rights and recognition by government of NNFC statutes

2005.11.13-2
(SAN 94 TAPE 2)
TC: 00:30:47 - 01:01:50

Interview with Swanepoel

2005.11.13-3
(SAN 94 TAPE 3)
TC: 01:02:06 - 01:24:12
[NOTE: See paper records (Series 5) for full transcript of Barbara Belding interview]

Interview with Swani [Swanepoel]
Interview Barbara Belding (Gen Development Officer in Namibia), USAID, July 6
LIFE project
mandate to work in area of natural resources
gov’t will be more protective of resources if people have more power
communal land belongs to the gov’t
making progress
5 applicants from people who want to establish their own conservancy
then they have rights to control what goes on on their communal land
now all profits, i.e. from animals, must go back to the gov’t
JKM - red line prohibitions? on sale of any animal outside
would be different if legislation is passed - she thinks it will be abolished
There are also other mechanisms behind conservancies but she doesn’t know what they are.
This applies to wildlife and natural resources, not to domesticated cattle
If there was an overabundance of wildebeest, conservancy might allow culling
Ecological surveys
As money increases, so does peer pressure
She just came from LIFE steering committee - more incentive for self- policing, etc
Bushmanland “unusual area” - natural resources and nature of people there
Close relation of the people to their environment
“lots of myths about that”
Close areas where there were strong NGO’s
people need to get out of welfare slot - obtain sustainable income to support themselves, i.e. their
natural resources
Project in Bushmanland is part of a larger project: Etosha catchment area
eg Kudo management
E & W Caprivi projects - community based
70,000 people management of wildlife
3000 in E Bushmanland
JKM - game into E Bushmanland? Will people lose control of their land?
She know of no such plans to make Bushmanland into a wildlife management area.
The more local control the more people can fend off unwanted projects and activities
She is aware of Herero, tourist problems, illegal hotels.
The more indigenous people are aware and handling their own affairs and in control and have
access to technical assistance the more they can protest against paternalism.
JKM - threat that if wildlife project doesn’t happen that Herero will be allowed to enter?
Barbara - that’s why plans are important.
JKM asked Nujoma about this and he said residents had a priori control over their own communal land.
Barbara - there are now several systems:
1. Bushmen say its their inalienable right
2. need a plan for local control until there is land tenure legislation, until then everything is in flux
3. commercial land is the 1st focus.
Barbara supposed to be gov’t listening to people not v.v.

2005.11.13-4
(SAN94 TAPE 4)
TC: 01:24:14 - 01:47:59
Interview with Barbara Belding, USAID
(Shes beginning to look more uncomfortable - lots of pencil fiddling)
Barbara - tremendous dependency until independence
JKM - not necessarily true
   gives examples of mixed economy vs “little gravy train”
discussion of natural resources - kraals, water
JKM - would you support a serious effort to promote farming and helping grassroots efforts?
“absolutely”
JKM - if you pour money in -- trickle down
This project wasn’t just designed for Bushmanland
Improving livelihoods is ultimate goal

2005.11.13-5
(SAN94 T-5)
TC: 00:00:00-
JKM interviews Gao Moses. Only Gao in frame, sitting on a chair outdoors.

2005.11.13-6
(SAN94 T-6)
TC: 00:31:02-00:57:53
Continuation of Gao Moses interview.
Continuation of Gao Moses interview.

Interview with Mark S after end of Gao interview
Baraka Program Manager
intro self, tell about projects - natural resource management, agriculture, transportation;
Bushmen are hunter-gatherers
explain natural resource management - village to village
02.15 predator research project
02.16 count of wild animals important for tourism
tourism = income that will replace donor money; income above subsistence;
rights over land & wildlife (concession)
tourism $ could go into a trust for the Coop
02.17.50 health & schools; health - preventative care, training on village level; village
health worker in each village, not paid
5 village schools - right to be taught home languages
02.21 transport problem in getting kids to schools - donkey cart program
02.21.50 food security, $ for crafts, cart that buys crafts sells basic staples: mealie meal,
sugar, tobacco (!), matches
02.23 working to find export market for crafts
02.23.25 technical training - water team, car mechanics
2nd level of training leads to National Technical Certificate
02.24.50 Baraka is a training center
02.25.10 Coop should at one time take over the activities of the Foundation, but training
has to be provided
02.26 JM asks question - shot of both JM and Mark
JM: how many villages have you been to?
MS: in 3 months I haven’t been able to visit them all
02.27.30 so caught up in administrative work
02.28 JM: inventory of the status of the villages?
MS: no, but list of all water points
02.29.30 end of tape
Interview with Mark S (Baraka-based NNFD manager) con’t

02.29.45 JM: you say Bushmen are hunter-gatherers - how much of their diet comes from bushfoods?
MS: 80% from bushfoods; we know this from the literature but this is changing/has changed (?)
JM asks about how much diet from gardens

02.31 MS: gardens are very recent - can’t say yet these people are not used to agriculture so easy to go a few kilometers and have an abundance of food

02.32.40 JM (facing camera; both in frame) asks if he has read Claire’s diet survey - and is anything like those surveys happening today?
MS: No. We are not anthropologists (ie don’t live with the people); is too busy with management, hasn’t had time to see for himself

02.34 JM: were Claire and I anthropologists when we did development work for that decade?
MS: yes
JM talks about work they did (boreholes, dictionary, kraals, outreach) - not necessarily anthropological

02.36 MS: looking forward to RADA - will get feedback from communities
JM: who called RADA? The community?

02.37 MS: have been old last RADA was unorganized; came down to individual disputes; this next RADA should be workshops for better organization
about Foundation, Coop, communities working together

02.39 JM: what do you think about Coop statues, have you read them MS: yes, problems w/ implementing statues; people need to formulate communal goals

02.41 JM: what are biggest problems you’ve seen so far?
MS: j/h people taking advantage of their positions - opportunism; dev foundation has been acting as a safety net for Coop by sometimes taking decisions for them A lot to be done in self-empowerment

02.43.40 JM: do you think it’s imp that decisions come from the community, or should decision be made in Windhoek?
MS: should be taken in Bushmanland - once community knows their role

02.45 shot over Mark’s shoulder
JM on wildlife management

02.46 MS: Conservancy is the only way of giving community power to decide over the natural resources in their area; farming can’t do that

02.47 options for conservancy (whole of Bushmanland, or just areas outside n!ores - which would allow for agriculture and cattle, or just a few pockets in Nyae Nyae pan)

02.49 JM: what do you think is best plan?
MS: whole of Bushmanland b/c they are not agriculturalists or cattle herders - they need the fields
02.50   JM: why can people only have 4 cows?
MS: gov’t figure for what is sustainable; there’s no law, but if Bushmanland is to remain
beautiful as it is animal husbandry w/ lots of cattle cannot be done here the way it is in the rest of
Namibia
02.51.30  JM: 1992 eland plan; game vs cattle
02.53  MS: risk of overpopulation of wildlife is not great; talk about eland - need big
enough place to keep them
02.55  JM: whole area as conservancy; coop started in 1986, statutes - main goal was to
allow people to allocate land; won’t the statutes be overthrown by a conservancy?
02.58  MS: change in time; statutes made before idea of conservancy - which will
empower the people and give them control over their land; need to change with the times

2005.11.13-11
(SAN94 TAPE 11)
TC: 02:59:55

JKM int. with Mark S
JKM explains unethical dealings of Axel

03.00  JM: Axel introduced wildlife management and said the alternative was that
Herero would come in.  I interviewed President Nujoma and he said that residents, ie the Coop,
have the right to say who can come in and not.  Eviction of Herero in 1991 established a
precedent.  Conservancy might not be only way to hold the land.
03.02  MS: intermarriages b/w Herero and Bushmen; Herero’s wealth might encourage
an individual or a family to invite them into Bushmanland.  The conservancy will protect the
community against opportunism
03.05.30  JM: is the Foundation saying people need to stay Bushmen to keep their land?
MS: No. Like Nujoma says, do not copy western culture, improve yourselves but
stay true to yourselves.
03.07  MS: says that JM said in an interview that Bushmen want the chance to live the
way their ancestors lived.
   JM: I never said that in my life.  There’s simply no way people can survive here
by hunting & gathering (mentions the numbers - so many people in a huge area in the 1950’s, too
small an area now)
   JM: how many are employed in Baraka?
   MS: not employed, they receive monetary compensation for being in Baraka and
not at home w/ their families; there are 25 trainees
   JM: those 25 are dependent on the money, they can’t live by hunting and
gathering
03.10  JM: strongest way to build themselves up is to use their land; otherwise people
will become dependent on tourism, etc
   MS: we are working on both (agriculture & tourism) at once; the tourists will
come, we may as well benefit from them
03.13  tourism can provide income above the subsistence activities of gardening,
livestock, etc to allow for fixing pumps, replacing vehicles, etc
03.14 JM: wouldn’t conservancy prevent the RADA from helping dispossessed relatives - giving them land, etc?
   MS: you’re running ahead with your fears - conservancy is not here yet - if the rules for the conservancy would not allow for new boreholes, n!ores, etc, the RADA will not accept it - they can make the rules they want
03.16 WS of JM & MS
   JM concerns about dependency on trickle-down donor money, tourist money (and therefore having to submit to what donors and tourists want) - conservancy could cause J/h to lose not only their land, but their future
03.19.30 MS again about cattle herders from elsewhere who will move into Nyae Nyae
03.20 JM: gov’t fence, quarantine area, etc - doesn’t this show that the gov’t (of Namibia) won’t allow Herero to overrun Nyae Nyae?
   MS: yes, gov’t has taken measures to keep cattle out and to make Hereroland grazeable
   JM again expresses fear of J/h losing their future (MS looks uncomfortable)
03.23 MS talks about other possible conservancy areas - Koakoveld, etc
   JM: Nyae Nyae is nothing like the Koakoveld
03.25 JM asks if MS is the boss of the Foundation (?)
   MS: coordinator has 2 functions - Axel in Windhoek, taking decisions in Baraka
   JM: 92-93 progress report - all came from Windhoek
   more about Axel - misrepresents the community; 80% of diet from bushfoods is a mockery of reality

---

**2005.11.13-12**
(SAN94 TAPE 12)
TC: 03:31:34-04:01:11

Waterberg.

Unusable footage at beginning. Camera was probably left on by mistake. Perhaps not. JKM tries to talk to someone to allow him into the meeting. Axel says he's not in charge. Lot of wobbly shots from the hip.

Some shots at night - too dark.

03:49:26 My name is Barbara W. and I'm the technical advisor for the community based resource management for the LIFE program.

She explains her project and vision. Talks about "food security".

03:54:3 JKM: Do you think that hunting and gathering is an important source of production..... Do you think that the area should become a conservation area?
   She declines to answer both questions.
03:57:39 Do you think that people can go on being Bushmen by hunting and gathering or do you think that they need to.....develop
their land?

JKM asks her why Tsamko was not invited to the meeting. She says that she worked from a list given by Axel. How could the relationship between the NNDF and NNFC be developed?

**2005.11.13-13**
(SAN94 TAPE 13)
TC: 04:01:20-04:31:13

04:01:20 JKM How do you feel about an organization that has most of its people in Nyae Nyae but where the decisions are taken in Windhoek? .....should it be more community based? Barbara says that all these issues would come up in the workshop. .....I think that you've just stated an assumption and not a fact that all important decisions are taken in Windhoek. JKM asks about the role of the board.

04:04:10 JKM interviews Gao Moses.

04:10:18 Shots of bungalows in Waterburg. Some ex-pats walking to the meeting.

04:11:51 Back to Gao Moses interview.

04:14:20 Gao and others talking in front of the meeting house. Wide shots. Shots of vegetation.

04:19:23 Shot from high above looking down onto the landscape.

**2005.11.13-14**
(SAN94 TAPE 14)
TC: 04:22:59 - 04:53:00

Interview with Neil Pal
Community Liaison Officer

**2005.11.13-15**
(SAN94 TAPE 15)

Con’t interview with Neil Pal, community liaison officer
Footage of abandoned houses at old foundation camp, /Gautcha.
2005.11.13-16
(SAN94 TAPE 16)
TC: 05:22:45-05:53:37

Old foundation camp, /Gautcha.

Camera follows around a small group consisting of a Ju/'hoan woman who is in the 93 footage as an outspoken person at the RADA meetings, an older woman we have seen also in the 93 footage and two kids. They talk to the camera. They walk around and look at abandoned, half constructed concrete houses. Some shots of the inside of these houses.

05:34:15 JKM sitting under a tree talking to them.
05:40:07 They talk about the Claire, Patrick, and how they left The old foundation.
05:45:00 JKM talk while walking with !Nai.
They come to a small settlement, where they meet Gunda.
05:51:45 JKM lifts the lid from a boiling pot.

2005.11.13-17
(SAN94 TAPE 17)
TC: 05:53:41-06:25:00

Late afternoon. Probably at /Gautcha. JKM sits around with !Nai, Gunda, Gaishay and others and discusses the state of affairs. They name Foundation members and talk about them. About a dozen people participate.

2005.11.13-18
(SAN93 TAPE 18)
TC: 06:25:00-06:56:15

Discussion continues. Lot of active participation.

06:42:00 Gunda inspects a package full of soap, sugar, packet foods etc. Some discussion revolves around this package. Various activities around settlement. Preparing food, children fill up drums of water from pipes. Chopping wood.

2005.11.13-19
(SAN94 T-19)
TC: 06:56:23-07:27:16

06:56:23 Gunda and Gaishay at a Kraal herding cattle. The light from the late afternoon sun creates nice images. They are also interviewed.

07:07:12 This is at a Ju/'hoan settlement. Shot of a wooden house.

07:18:34 Children running, playing with a rubber band gun. Man mends shoe.

07:21:00 JKM interviews Tsamko.

---

**2005.11.13-20**
(SAN94 TAPE 20)

Tsamko interview continues.

---

**2005.11.13-21**
(SAN94 TAPE 21)
TC: 07:58:22-08:25:04

Tsamko interview continues.

---

**2005.11.13-22**
(SAN94 TAPE 22)
TC: 08:25:04-08:55:42

Tsamko interview continues.

---

**2005.11.13-23**
(SAN94 TAPE 23)
TC: 09:03:39-09:22:49

Con't interview with Tsamko.

09:04:05 At the settlement. Wide shot. People doing various things. Old woman talks to camera. Shot of an outdoor bed. Chicken walking around. Someone wakes up and talks to his wife. Others sleeping under a tree. Washing clothes. Two women smoking a pipe. CU on chicken near food pot. CU on dog sneezing.

09:12:00 Gunda observing the scene. An airplane flies overhead. Baby on mothers back crying. Feeding wood to the stove.
09:17:00 A scene is reenacted between Gunda and !Nai. Something caught in !Nai's foot is being taken out with a pin.
Shoe being repaired.

2005.11.13-24
(SAN94 TAPE 24)
TC: 09:23:08-09:54:03

Interview with Tsamko at a setting different from the last one.

2005.11.13-25
(SAN94 TAPE 25)
TC: 09:54:06-10:25:25

Interview with Tsamko continues.

10:06:58 Tsamko standing in the middle of a small road talking to camera and gesturing a lot. A little boy is standing beside him. He seems to be referring to something in the road. Another man joins in.

2005.11.13-26
(SAN94 TAPE 26)
TC: 10:25:25-10:56:39

Tsamko in middle of road with couple of others talking to camera. He is excited and seems to be very angry. A young man (Toma) with wearing a T-shirt saying "I am the boss in the new S.A." joins in.


2005.11.13-27
(SAN94 TAPE 27)
TC: 10:56:39-11:28:03

JKM. Tsamko and a young guy (Toma) wearing "I am boss in the new S.A." T-shirt talking in front of a truck.

11:13:30 In the settlement with Tsamko, N!ai and others. Sitting outdoors. A little baby with his father. Tsamko talks to others under a tree. A heated discussion begins, JKM joins in.

11:23:06 JKM: Maybe you'll translate for me.
Tsamko is not too happy with this.
JKM: You have to know that Axel and Mark work for you, you
don't work for them. They cannot ask people for money to help themselves. The only reason people give money here is to help you.

Tsamko gets very agitated at this point.

JKM:...let me finish! If you do not think that they are helping you, they will have to go and you will find someone who will stay here and work with you.

JKM is in the frame now.

And I said if you ask me to help find a good person who will stay here and help you, I will do that.

Tsamko is very agitated again.

[additional / alternate translation]

Gautcha -- Kievit, Tsamko, JKM talking under tree

Tsamko: Axel is supposed to work for me, but I can't even get a car when I want one. 11.17.35

Kievit: We can't read and write, that's why we're in such trouble. Even Toma, who can write, if he wrote and complained to someone, it still wouldn't help. 11.18.20

Tsamko: I sign all the checks to get the money, but I have no say over what we do with the money. 11.18.35

Kievit: Axel doesn't know anything. We're not blaming John or Mark. Tsamko is worried about his place, Gautcha, and the lions that are around here. That car that Tsamko is driving, if it breaks down, then he'll be accused of stealing it and breaking it. 11.19.22 Even though we asked and got permission to use the vehicle to come out here and investigate the lions.

Tsamko: John's going back to America, and then there's no one to help us.

2005.11.13-28
(SAN94 TAPE 28)
TC: 11:28:15-11:57:46

Big discussion under tree. Tsamko, JKM, Benjamin and others. Tsamko is very worked up.

11:37:13 JKM and Tsamko talk one on one.

11:50:10 Kraal Many people loading a dead cow on a tractor. Many others watch. Its very heavy and is quite an effort. They explain their actions to the camera. They try different way to do it.

2005.11.13-29
(SAN94 TAPE 29)
TC 11:57:48-12:29:01
Loading the dead cow onto the truck. They cut through the tail to put a rope through it. CU and bloody. It's too heavy for the men to lift it easily.

12:01:00 They dig a hole behind the truck so the back wheels can sink into the ground decreasing the height between the cow and the back of the truck. They still find it very difficult. 12:10:00 A motor from the truck is used to pull up the cow.
12:13:25 Interview with younger Ju/'hoan woman who has appeared a lot in past footage. (Di//khao)

2005.11.13-30
(SAN94 TAPE 30)
TC: 12:29:05

Interview with the younger Ju/'hoan continues.


2005.11.13-31
(SAN94 TAPE 31)
TC: 13:00:28-13:30:09

13:00:28 Young Ju/'hoan teacher with students in classroom.
13:23:20 Classroom again.
13:24:27 Kids leave classroom for meals. They stand in a long line for their food.
13:25:30 Kid beats a gong to announce mealtime.
13:27:00 Cooks distribute the food. Kids come up with their bowls to get it.
13:29:01 Sitting outdoors and eating.

2005.11.13-32
(SAN94 TAPE 32)
TC: 13:30:13- 14:01 :00

Interview with young Ju/'hoan teacher in Classroom.
2005.11.13-33
(SAN94 TAPE 33)
TC: 14:01:32-14:32:46

Interview with the Ju/'hoan teacher continues.

14:03:55 Shot of the teacher talking at the door of the classroom.

14:15:34 Distant shot of JKM and teacher talking in front of classroom. Tighter, side shot of same scene.

14:18:07 JKM walks to an outdoor gathering for a meeting among a few people.

14:20:16 JKM in frame sitting on the ground, under a tree talking to someone. Women and children, hens in background.

2005.11.13-34
(SAN94 TAPE 34)
TC: 14:32:50-15:00:54

Meeting under tree at _qui dinsi_______ continues.

14:36:45 Interview outdoors with a younger Ju/'hoan woman, Nunka

2005.11.13-35
(SAN94 TAPE 35)
TC: 15:00:55-15:32:00

Outdoor interview with younger Ju/'hoan woman continued.

2005.11.13-36
(SAN94 TAPE 36)
TC: 15:32:01-16:01:55

Outdoor interview with younger Ju/'hoan woman continues.

2005.11.13-37
(SAN94 TAPE 37)
TC: 16:01:56-16:33:15

16:01:56 Cow and her calf separated by a fence. Chicken. Shots of huts.


16:11:19 A limping Petrus greets JKM and film crew. They are standing in the middle of the village.
16:12:58 JKM talks to sick man.

16:15:20 JKM talks with Petrus.

16:17:55 JKM talks to camera, "SWAPO party has paid him 12,000 Rand for the work he did during the election and the year after and he wants to buy a gun."

16:20:14 He pulls out a bank account book.

2005.11.13-38  
(SAN94 TAPE 38)  
TC 16:33:17-17:04:33

JKM meeting with Petrus continues.

2005.11.13-39  
(SAN94 TAPE 39)  
TC: 17:04:37-17:31:27

17:05:10 Huts around where Petrus lives.


JKM says bye to Petrus.

17:08:55 /Gautcha. A woman uses food from a can to cook. Many shots around this food can.  
17:16:11 Distributing food to the children and others.  
17:20:11 Interview with //Kushe in front of a tree.  
17:30:00 People return from forest. Kids on donkeys ride into village.

2005.11.13-40  
(SAN94 TAPE 40)  
TC 17:31:29

Interview with !U.

2005.11.13-41  
(SAN94 TAPE 41)  
TC 18:01:55-18:31:04
Interview with !U cont.

2005.11.13-42
(SAN94 TAPE 42)
TC 18:31:06-18:01:57

Interview with !U cont.

2005.11.13-43
(SAN94 TAPE 43)
TC 19:00:48

Interview with !U continues.
19:04:38 Indoors, Baraka. Carpenter works.
Gao Moses on the wireless.
19:07:28 Gao and a young woman walk into a Rondel. Gao talks to a man lying in bed.
19:21:29 Interview with Gao.

2005.11.13-44
(SAN94 TAPE 44)
TC 19:32:04-20:03:20

19:32:04 Gao Moses speaks. Discussion Between Gao, JKM.

19:52:46 JKM talks about a solar pump that was never fixed. There were some attempts made by the Ju/'hoan and Axel said, "for your punishment for doing that, I'm going to fix it only when I feel like it." That community is now all shattered.

19:54:56 Meet to leave Baraka. Indoors at Baraka. Gao, Neil and ______

20:00:46 Gao: It seems to him that the foundation is responsible for the money which we got from Ford Foundation. So it may be difficult to move to Tsumkwe because these cars are given to the co-op from the Foundation. So its not the co-op vehicles.

Neil: Didn't Axel say that the money should go directly to the co-op and not the Foundation?

Gao: It seems to me that Axel said that all money must go through the Foundation to the co-op as the co-op is not registered.

Neil says that he spoke to a lawyer and it’s not true. The co-op was eligible to receive money.
JKM says that he feels that if the people say that they do not want the Foundation then they (the Foundation) will not get any money from the donors.

20:06:25 Neil says that the co-op has two plots in Tchumkwe and so they could set up an office there immediately. This is good time because they have the keys to the vehicles. Talks about the program Gao and Benjamin are involved in which facilitate information transfer.

20:17:14 Neil: Proposes a meeting with Kivit that afternoon, in Tsumkwe. If its something that you really want you will have to act on it very soon. You can make a decision just on your own without the Foundations approval. Who is paying for the RADA?

20:23:50 Neil is meeting Benjamin in the afternoon. Could the get a vehicle and come? They try to arrange for a vehicle.

20:28:00 I understand how you feel to move away from a place you receive support from but I think its important to know that the Foundation isn't the only organization in Bushmanland that is prepared to give the co-op support. After the workshop it did appear that nobody was allowed to give support to the co-op except going through the Foundation. I don't see why that should be true................... I think people in Tsumkwe will give the co-op support. The only reason why the Foundation exists is to give support to the Ju/'hoan people. When you are living in this compound its very difficult for you to receive support from the outside or the people. There are many people who would like to give support but the Foundation does not allow that. He insists that it is bad to be in a closed set-up like this.

Meeting? The co-op?

---

Move from Baraka talk
Interview with Coop leader; does not want to be filmed
Interview with Gao Filmstar (of “Gods...”)
2005.11.13-47
(SAN94 TAPE 47)
TC: 21:04:31 - 21:35:09

Interview with Gao Filmstar
Meeting at Tsumkwe to discuss action against NNDF

2005.11.13-48
(SAN94 TAPE 48)
TC: 21:35:52 - 22:07:00

Anti-NNDF meeting, Tsumkwe

2005.11.13-49
(SAN94 TAPE- 49)

Anti-NNDF meeting at Tsumkwe continues. No translation.

2005.11.13-50
(SAN94 TAPE 50)

Gao rides bike
Interview Shebby

2005.11.13-51
(SAN94 TAPE 51)
TC: 23:09:50 - 23:41:06

Interview with Shebby

2005.11.13-52
(SAN94 TAPE 52)
TC 23:41:09-00:09:14

JKM tells Shebby about the history of Nyae Nyae from the time when money began to pour into Bushmanland in 1972.

Housing projects, clinics, paying people (about 80 in 72) for make-work jobs, Kao Moses, problems of artificial economy, SADF, population - birth and death rates, Birth of the Foundation - main idea - "The Foundation helps people who help themselves", holding the land, Farmers Union -NNFC, working with Claire, Megan and Patrick, drilling boreholes, keeping record of cattle, income through crafts, statuettes of the co-op, 1991 Land Conference, the Foundation people lived here - didn't try to run the show via radio from Windhoek, Axel's way of
discrediting people who are a threat to his system, why he gets away with it. Mark the new appointee as a "policeman" instead of someone who should get the program going.

---

**2005.11.13-53**
(SAN94 TAPE 53)
TC: 00:09:23 - 00:39:16

Interview with Liz Garden
USAID/ LIFE appointee for tourism plan

---

**2005.11.13-54**
(SAN94 TAPE 54)
TC: 00:39:25 - 01:10:33

Interview with Ju/'hoan woman outdoors
Interview with policeman at Tsumkwe

---

**2005.11.13-55**
(SAN94 TAPE 55)
TC: 01:10:42 - 01:41:40

Large gathering for EPC meeting. Almost everyone of importance is present. Except the main NNDF people. The start walking into the meeting room. Gao Moses arrives in truck. Good CU of Tsamko as he walks into the meeting room.

01:12:50 Neil: There's a film team here to film the proceedings and I felt that rather than me take the decision as to whether they should film or not, I'll put it to the floor. Personally I don't have any problems. Tsamko says that its okay with him.

01:16:00 Neil says point 1. Is Verkluck (sp?) water point which should wait as the people from the west are not there. 2. Windmills
   Raises question - Are people in the community happy with tourists coming in and camping in the N!ores?

01:18:00 An official asks who is present today? Neil - A member from the ministry of tourism, representatives from the eastern Bushmanland Community, member from the ministry of Land, observers from the NNDF.

01:20:30 Tsamko brings up the problem of transportation. More people could have been at this meeting. Is rights over resources and land a valid agenda point for this meeting? For instance should tourists ask permission of N!ore owners before camping?

01:20:30 Someone asks brings up the windmills and water tanks brought to Tsumkwe by CCN. CCN wants the sites to be named on paper before they can approve erecting them. The farmers co-op must state in writing what their relationship to the erecting and
maintenance of the windmills will be. Someone: What will these windmills be used for? Animals or human beings?

01:28:23 Official: Depends on what the local people need. Previously a windmill was broken by an elephant and so I requested one for the community as well as water supply for the animals. Similarly we need to understand what we need. Tsamko: Before we consider water for game we need to find out if there is enough water for the people and meet their needs.

The official says that he had built a windmill far away from the village for the game to drink water. This issue should be separate from what the CCN builds for the people. They had better decide the locations soon or they might withdraw their offer. Tsamko says that none of the people from the villages who are facing the water problems could make it to the meeting because of the difficulties in transportation. Thus before making a decision they need a good survey. Official -CCN donated these windmills a long time ago. They want to know real soon where they should be put up. I request the farmers co-op to put these sites on paper along with their responsibilities to maintain them. Do they want some funding for the erection? CCN needs that in writing.

01:38:00 An EPC official asks if these windmills were donated to only Eastern Bushmanland. He also asks why is it that that CCN has not got its report back on where to erect the windmills. The Ju/'hoan may end up losing them. People want to help us and we just keep quiet and not go to the community. Why do you--not go out and talk to the people?

2005.11.13-56
(SAN94 TAPE 56)
TC 01:41:52-02:13:06

01:42:30 EPC Official - did you make the effort of going to the NNDF and telling them that you needed their help to go to the villages and tell them about the CCN windmills? Or even the nearest govt. office? Why did you not at least try to spread the word? They gave us free windmills, you should have made every effort. Tsamko - The govt. officials are always changing. The new people never know what went on before them. Even if a request was made, a new official would never follow up on any promises the person before him made. Also transportation is a really big one.

01:49:12 Neil says that the main problem is communication. When CCN requests a survey they expect the representatives to go out and spread the word and bring in the feedback. Tsamko- Even if you're a chosen representative its not possible to go out and cover all that area. Where will I find the money to cover the KM's traveled? Young Ju/'hoan - We do not have a relationship with the govt. office. Maybe it would help to try approaching them once. Another Ju/'hoan: How will the people from the west hear what will get discussed here today? We have a major problem with transportation. Someone else: ....... we decided this venue during a previous meeting. No one from the west who was present there came up and said that they didn't have the transportation. I could have picked
them up. Like mentioned before the main issue is communication. We do not do that and blame one another. The important issue is to discuss matters with mutual consent and ask for help - it does not mean that they would be able to help but he will know how to plan to help you if you let the right officials know about your transportation problems he maybe able to fit you in his program sometime. Lets stop complaining and plan together.

02:03:30 Tsamko- ......................I just heard rumors that the NNDF feels that we know nothing of their plans. If that is the case how can we fit into Neil’s plans?
Shebby - feels that the NNDF will not let someone use their vehicle on some official work.
Neil: The problems between NNFC and NNDF should be talked between themselves on their own and not include the whole EPC. There is a problem with communication. The communities from the west have been unable to attend meetings thrice despite having the will to do so. An NGO from the west had agreed to pick up people and bring them here. In the future we should have a rotating venue.
02:09:00 Gao

2005.11.13-57
(SAN94 TAPE 57)
TC 02:13:10-02:43:04

Gao- brings up an instance where he could not deliver news to the community because the NNDF wouldn't let him use a vehicle.

02:15:32 Neil says that this is not the forum for internal problems between foundation and co-op.
Tsamko - brings up the issue of transportation again. Gao - continues on that point.

02:22:17 The meeting breaks for recess. Liz from tourism chats with Gao. Gao, Tsamko and others have a heated talk.

02:29:10 JKM and Tsamko. Tsamko starts talking at the beginning of the second half. In this meeting everyone should be given a chance to say whatever they want even if they are a foreigner, so lets give a chance to Mr. John Marshall. Neil says that its probably better that he talks later as it may not be relevant to this immediate meeting. JKM: The reason that it might be useful is because in the 80's we had many meetings and we drew up some statutes .....it would be valuable to bring those statues into the discussion and to bring in some of the problems might come up if they are not understood or not known by the people discussing them.

02:31:41 Neil: I really feel that it would be inappropriate to bring it up at this point in time. It would serve to flare up the problems we are seeing between co-op and foundation....those are more personal problems. EPC official cuts JKM off as he
starts to speak. Neil begins to talk about the problems of tourism and how the community can get more control of them.

02:36:00 Benjamin translates for someone. Bad audio. Tourists should ask permission from community leaders. Some tourists know where their camp in Makuri is. But as many do not know its best to make Baraka the center. It would be very good for us to centralize here, have an office with maps and brochures etc.

---

**2005.11.13-58**
(SAN94 TAPE 58)
TC: 02:43:06 - 03:12:35

EPC Meeting 4

**2005.11.13-59**
(SAN94 TAPE 59)
TC: 03:12:38 - 03:43:00

EPC Meeting 5
JKM suggests implementing Co-op statutes developed in the 80’s

---

**2005.11.13-60**
(SAN94 TAPE 60)
TC: 03:43:55 - 00:00:00 - 00:16:31

Desertification Conference Prep

**2005.11.13-61**
(SAN94 TAPE 61)
TC: 00:16:34 - 00:46:50

Desertification Conference Prep

**2005.11.13-62**
(SAN94 TAPE 62)
TC: 00:47:52 - 01:17:54

Desertification Conference Prep
Watching video
Shots of Windhoek foundation headquarters (outside)

**2005.11.13-63**
(SAN94 TAPE 63)
TC: 01:17:57 - 01:47:30

Ju/'hoan watch video
Meet government official in office

2005.11.13-64
(SAN94 TAPE 64)

PS of Lands meet

2005.11.13-65
(SAN94 TAPE 65)

Desertification Conf
Neil

2005.11.13-66
(SAN94 TAPE 66)

Interview with conservation person
Interview with Himba man about red line
Interview with ______
_______ defends red line

2005.11.13-67
(SAN94 TAPE 67)

Neil Benjamin at Desertification Conf
Return to Baraka
Moses washes his car
Ben and later Tsamko talk about conference, RADA meeting to come

2005.11.13-68
(SAN94 TAPE 68)

Cattle slaughter
Arno & Tourism interview at Tsumkwe

2005.11.13-69
(SAN94 TAPE 69)

Cattle slaughter and int eland

2005.11.13-70
(SAN94 TAPE 70)

JKM and Mark. Interview Mark
05.18..... Mark explains RADA meeting agenda
05.21..... JM looks at map, Mark showing where a particular borehole is
Moses and Mark, plan trip
N!amshi at Eland kraal, how many dead, why

2005.11.13-71
(SAN94 TAPE 71)
JKM and Mark interview con’t
Discuss future land, vision
problems

2005.11.13-72
(SAN94 TAPE 72)
Kxau Moses with truck to pick people up for RADA

2005.11.13-73
(SAN94 TAPE 73)
TC: 06:24:36 - 06:55:49
Cattle border
JKM meets Qui Chapman

2005.11.13-74
(SAN94 TAPE 74)
TC: 06:55:53 - 07:28:08
JKM and Qui Chapman

2005.11.13-75
(SAN94 TAPE 75)
TC: 07:28:09 - 07:58:21
RADA 1 11th Day 1, T-1
End of JKM at fence
42.00 garage at Baraka
43.20 Tsamkao, Mark S, Kivit, Gao Moses, etc
loading bags (food staples) onto truck
conversation, mostly in Afrikaans with Mark (facilitator)
49.-- woman (in English) “what is happening?”
Talking with JKM
50.-- hopes production will give something back to the people - for
Film is important history - nl like it good for “rationale” at
future education
beginning
51.-- RADA sort of begins - jovial preparations (see translation)
just chatting among the men
2005.11.13-76
(SAN94 TAPE 76)
TC: 07:58:28 -

RADA 1  11th  Day 1, T-2
Preliminary meeting
58.--  Kivit opens, sits at table & speaks
08:01:50  Benjamin, Kivit, Qui Hartmut
4.25  others join in
08:05  a good close-up of Kivit (great sweater)
08.13  Qui Chapman
Game reserve discussion
(see translation)

2005.11.13-77
(SAN94 TAPE 77)

RADA 1  11th  Day 1, T-3
(see translation)
everyone talking at once
Kiewit coordinating with Benjamin
54.52  car brings more people
RADA becomes more formalized - speak in turns

2005.11.13-78
(SAN94 TAPE 78)

RADA 1  11th
#Kxao Debe (?)
#Kxao Debe water team says Baraka
/Qui /Gao says need to be paid for being filmed
Tsamko defends himself
Qui Gau and others say we need a little leading
Tsamko led, visited our communities. Now everyone stays in Baraka
N!ami (?) from /Aboshe says Kivit Tsamko are OK
Agree to resume at 3 o’clock
Benjamin and Kxao Moses say they should fire Axel and Mark and keep the Foundation
Royal speaks for group voting to get rid of the whole Foundation
We need a good person here - good leaders of the Foundation
Benjamin and _____ speak about environment, fires and fire breaks
Qui Gao says why aren’t boreholes settled
Tsamko says where boreholes are
Qui and Kxao Gao did a letter to the board (Tsamko speaking last year 1993 meeting)
Axel tore it up
The main problem is Axel
Axel said Se//e agrees; Kxao Debe says places without water
2005.11.13-79
(SAN94 TAPE 79)

RADA 1  11th
Kxao Moses; JKM and Tsamko and Bao-Gee Coop
_____ complain when boreholes down???
Coop no money for boreholes?  We don’t control money or program.
Tsamko: Why can’t Coop pay??
N’ami ? Ibdo? want ____ who stays here
Qui talks about border fence; wants it low because of game elephants etc

2005.11.13-80
(SAN94 TAPE 80)

RADA 1  12th (afternoon)
Karl sets the rules: What results of meeting? What can we decide, what can’t we decide? Purpose
and results. Rules: what can we say? How long speak, only to the point. We’ll begin tomorrow 8
o’clock
Karl, Kxao Moses, Benjamin ask Karl why can’t people speak, discuss what they want? We’ll
get to that in the ground rules. Must limit discussion in terms of time. Kxao gives Karl’s steps in
Ju/wa, at paper on easel. Tsamko objects to rules. Says if you come, you must do something
yourself. Karl and ____ . Clapping. Karl again. What will we decide in this meeting? Tsamko:
we have to talk about our problems. Then your problems/ agenda. You won’t stop us. You make
us out dumb. Karl says only Tsamko cannot speak for everybody. ≠Kxao Debe: we have lots of
problems. Now we look ____!
[terrible shooting; mostly untranslated]

2005.11.13-81
(SAN94 TAPE 81)

RADA 1  12th
≠Kxao Debe says our only point problems is that people from overseas are squashing us. They
read, write and talk to donors overseas.
Tsamko, Kivit, white people talk among themselves
(Management committee) Say they know everything, we know nothing
Benjamin and Kxao Moses say whites stop the funding their work
Karl, it is in Management Committee we can’t talk about it.
/Qui Chapman speaks up: farms most important, etc. We thought Baraka was good but what we
see is nothing.
Karl says problem is no communication. Axel is making all the decisions.
Axel deciding about game reserve, etc.
/Qui Chapman cont says that Axel Mark never asks us, explain visit.
Karl finally adds relationship between Foundation and Coop. Benjamin needs Ju/wa agenda.
Bringing people from Gobabis.
Karl do we need to decide that?
Kxao Debe: it’s the whites Axel and Mark we don’t want. We must make a decision. Karl says you can’t say that.

[more notes]
05.46 people think we are stupid, etc
05.48 we want to have rights to decide what goes on here
05.51 they have to work with us, not the foundation. the people running the project didn’t even come up and talk with us.
06.04 what must be discussed is the relationship between the communities, the coop, and the foundation

[Probably some good things on this tape relevant to the present issues with the conservancy]

2005.11.13-82
(SAN94 TAPE 82)

RADA 2  12th (late pm)
Discussion about rules
11.08.20 Karl re: ground rules; mostly un-translated; camera pans constantly; seems to be a discussion about the discussion
24.50 “Don’t speak at random at the meeting!” “Speak shortly”
Kxao says meeting start when say Issue 8 or 9 am
Karl finally gives the rules
Day 3 begin general shots. _____ and Mark
Fence low or high? want it low.
Tsamko about work - you all don’t work. I’m not a _____, no education.
Kids have no work. We have no money. (what’s this about?); ≠Kxao Debe says there aren’t many points on agenda; says only one point get rid of Axel, Mark, Foundation. Get a good person
Beginning Day 2 the 12th
Kivit gives opening speech. Kids _________. Is it because we don’t have education? Can’t expect ourselves then we find ourselves with these problems?

2005.11.13-83
(SAN94 TAPE 83)

RADA 2
Kivit long running start about no education. People want to say something to you but are afraid. Later they will maybe say something. Axel says something about the EPC. Bo breaks chair. Axel says Kxao Kivit shove the job of talks to far off….Tsamko wants to speak. We ______. Kxao speaks. I am a manager. Lists problems water rep, cattle problems. …..

[more notes]
JKM and Mark
Tsamkxao’s badge close up
Must be cold, everyone huddled in blankets
Karl greets; agenda items
5. Conservancy (a few minutes not recorded)
Foundation is denying our rights - Kivit
Problems with the schools
56.40  Axel makes brief comment
59.--  Axel again
    shared ideas among gov’t officials in Tsumkwe, visitors and donors
3.10  Kxao Moses “I am a manager,” etc  long statement
6. “part of my job is to sit with NNFDC staff - I am a board member”
Axel responds

2005.11.13-84
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RADA 3  13TH
Tsamko Moses says what he does.
Game Rangers supposed to be communicators.
Tsamko - translated. I started everything until John. used to go everywhere.
Karl we’re talking about communication problems. Doesn’t go out. Does that cause
communication problems? Tsamko: I’m trying to tell you. Foundation ______ us. Karl: saying
Coop leaders restricted.
Buy no cars, no petrol.
Karl: We’re looking for communication problem with Coop.
Back to “paradigm”
Axel has problems. You said Coop has three different management structures. Brings up
primary/ secondary _____. district leaders had to be dismissed. No district leaders. Tells RADAs
not to look only at MC
[more notes]
11.34  “Structures” issues raised by Karl
    on communication between management committee and Coop. (grass roots
communities) What are the other mechanisms for doing this?
15.10  Probs with transportation because of distances between areas.
21.39  Tsamko: responds to issue of communication mentioned above
    “I am president of the Coop”, etc
25.57  on petrol
    Kxao Moses: management committee <---> district leaders <---> RADA <--->
communities; district leaders are communication vacuum
33.12  Axel: “you set up Coop which was divided into 3 management categories - explained to
you by many people”
    Coop -- MC 4 people Coop #3
district leaders Coop #2 - dismissed
    communities Coop #1
36.55  Don’t look to management only for communication. It’s a 2 way street - need district
leaders to communicate too

2005.11.13-85
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RADA 3  13th
Roles and responsibilities finally become problems
≠Kxao Debe
Karl on and on about internal, external problems, all about district leaders, Neil no district leaders _____ yet. ≠Kxao Debe: when are you getting out of our _____ and let us speak about important things?
Karl on and on about roles and responsibilities. Everything not to talk about problems. Finally problems. ≠Kxao again. Problems.
Kxao says not blaming Karl, Moses et al. This is a big problem.
Axel “like a cow”
Shebby about things he does.
Karl tries again
Kxao “we are here to talk about big problems”
K tries to keep it specific.
/Qui Chapman tries _____
Finally, problem is found.
[more notes]
Karl: district leaders are now on board
Contradicted by Neil (Conservation): they are community rangers, not district leaders, still being trained
Clarify role of community rangers and their functions
48.27 “major problems” “we are people just like you,” etc
53.00 [old man with hat and missing front tooth]: “Our n!ores are dying.”
discussion of related problems
58.34 Axel to Karl re: problems
00.17 Want NNFDN people to introduce themselves and state their duties
   1. Axel - have Windhoek responsibilities-(his rationale for existence):
      why do we need an office there?
      why is so much money used there?
      aware of rumors
02.11 we are working with the gov’t there - not yet centralized. working with international communities who are giving money.
   also working with other NGO’s elsewhere.
   “Together we are strong; and we can ask the gov’t for assistance. Trying to negotiate about your land rights. Outlining needs to gov’t and donors.”
05.50 Also want to let you know how I feel as a member of the Foundation: “Like a cow: everyone wants to get the milk but no one wants to feed it.”
   2. Shebby: working with the Coop
   Tasks - cultivation
   upgrade vegetable gardens
   livestock
   cultivation of bushfoods
   cattle domestication (?)
   intro of fish in reservoirs

__________________________________________________
2005.11.13-86
(SAN94 TAPE 86)

RADA Day 3
Mark, /Kika introduce Mark says other half of Axel.
/Qui Gau, #Kxao Debe, Tikay from ______ says Foundation and Coop separate.
#Kxao Debe says want Foundation board back here.
[more notes]
13.09.30 “Elizabeth” I hired by Foundation to develop tourism in Nyae Nyae
A number of you have expressed interest in tourism in Bushmanland - camps, etc
13.11.15 Problems with tourists - How to control them?
Introductions in Tsumkwe office to work out guidelines for tourist travel
13.12.22 Other part of job is in Windhoek - coordinating tourism all over Namibia - liaison with
gov’t; meeting with tour companies to encourage them to organize tours
13.14.20 Mark S introduces himself
13.15.54 Person based only in Baraka needs to introduce himself
13.17.16 “I am the project manager”
The job has been split between Axel and me; different activities
13.18.00 I am to coordinate activities of expatriate staff in Baraka
eg Shebby is an advisor - he is not doing the work for you, but telling you how you can improve.
13.19.20 “I try to pass on management skills…”
It keeps me busy 24 hrs a day 7 days a week, even though I don’t have a line job. Same with
Axel in Windhoek.
13.21.40 “I am responsible for all the things which happen…..”
13.22.00 JKM: I am one of the 2 founding members of the NNFDC board; the other is Claire
Ritchie
13.22.44 Describes the job of a board member: establish policy; make major decisions; be
informed
13.25 History: the Development Foundation started here in /Gautcha. The job was to work for
and support the people in Nyae Nyae and the NNFDC
13.26.50 Role of Foundation: Board was in Windhoek - to support people against problems
coming from S. Africa police. Board members went to villages and listened to the people. Now
the problem is to be informed so it can do its job - involves big decisions and money
13.29.15 We need to discuss this
13.29.50 maybe it’s called meddling or interference but I am trying to stay informed
13.30.50 Kika - health provider - describes her job and team members. Some (all expats but her,
left in April), including 3 Ju’hoansi
13.35.30 Tsamko, etc in discussion
13.37.25 Communication problems with managers
Some people at the Foundation (hard to understand the drift but? decisions being made above us)
13.40.17 Foundation was supposed to take our problems to the gov’t. Now it is not doing what it
was supposed to do.
RADA Day 3
More protests: Axel
Mark “beat me” “tent throwing incident”
≠Kxao Debe
Kxao /Qui Xamsa 2 years to get a pipe tank. No cows although our ______ were taken
Karl summarizes:
Foundation restricts Coop from doing jobs
Foundation doesn’t listen. Makes plans for and about Coop water.
Leader lives in Windhoek
Foundation members fight
Foundation breaks promises
Cows
Say Foundation and Coop are separate or say Foundation should
dissolve, break up

[more notes]
13.42.40 Mani “Foundation should be dissolved!”
I had a problem with my pump and they punished me by turning off the water.
13.44.00 One person who is doing this- the man Axel sitting there (points)
13.44.55 Problems also re: bush foods in houses (Facilitator cuts him off re: further talk about
Foundation)
Long talk by another man
13.49.40 (translation): more problems - ?water tower, planes, and donkeys - communication
problems again.
/Kxao Moses - “They are not helping me in my area.”
13.52 Things become confused and somewhat heated
13.53.50 NNDF should be dissolved completely. (some even which happened last night ... someone beat up?)
13.56.10 Didn’t even talk to JKM about it ... re: cattle problems
13.56.50 Problems reviewed: 1. Foundation is restricting the Coop in its duties. 2. Apparently
NNDF makes unilateral decisions on behalf of Coop.
3. Leader is based in Windhoek. 4. Some NNDF members are having problems themselves with
community members and fighting with them. 5. NNDF does not keep its promises, eg re: cattle.
6. NNDF and Coop should work separately? What is meant by this? Should NNDF be dissolved?
14.01.20 People get up to leave.
Day 4 am
Shebby: discussion re: constitution of NNDFN
14.03.29 JKM - need to be informed about the realities on the ground here. A real problem
14.05.15 How is the management group?
Intimidation by members of the NNDFN
14.05.58 Asking the facilitator (Karl) employed by WWF (babies crying too loudly) asking by
Axel to come and facilitate RADA because they need someone neutral who is not anybody
involved. WWF is interested because it is an organization which is getting money from them.
14.08.00 JKM trying to ask another question. Karl has been doing community development for 3 years. Problem here is communications and lack of community managers. Larger problems need to be identified, then Coop and NNDFN will decide what to do.

2005.11.13-88
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RADA Day 3
Hear Foundation first.
Axel: Leaders were not leaders in the 80’s. Brick layers.
Water, kicking out Hereros, what about cattle, school. Now they are leaders; go to conferences.

[more notes]
Kivit et al. in vigorous discussion (in Ju/wa)
14.21.31 Karl - reviews agenda and how it got sidetracked
“achievements” thus far: problems (as noted on previous pages) (translation by Benjamin)
14.25.25 “Always two sides to a story.” NNFDN now to present its side of the story. The two sides will then have to decide and find common ground
14.26.59 Mark responds
14.27.35 “Eye opener” - if right person doesn’t make a decision, someone else will jump in to fill the gap. This happened here over the ages and now again. If Coop makes the decision, NNFDN won’t have to
14.28.48 NNFDN has a responsibility to the donors - specific stipulations are made re: the money. If money is not spent in accordance, NNFDN has to act, etc. Not a restriction of the Coop (as was claimed earlier).
14.31.20 Axel (“Get your camera out; I don’t like it in my face.”)
Independence - we talked together for the first time. no longer against the gov’t but with the gov’t.
14.33.23 As leaders learned to be leaders, they began to complain instead of making bricks for the villages for 3 years.
14.34.03 “A lie” re: cattle
14.34.50 You have fresh water, etc. What about all the things you have now? (A defensive tirade about all the bounty bestowed on Ju/hoansi.)
14.36.42 Who actually fights the battle about the land? The leadership and myself - not me alone.
14.37.14 Think about dissolving the Foundation carefully. You have the right to do so. Thank you.
14.41.00 People themselves need to be the decision makers.

2005.11.13-89
(SAN 94/ TAPE 89)

RADA Day 3
Kika: Time for Coop to take over, hire someone. Se//e says it doesn’t help me. Doesn’t know what’s happening so should go.
Karl back in saddle. Foundation responsible for donors, achievements; Coop can dissolve but must think ____. Coop management take responsibility. Coop, Foundation “separate”. We’re not here to find answers. Dissolve Foundation. Leave it like this - let two parties resolve problems. Neil: why can’t we find answers. Karl: says mandate stops here. JKM: the Foundation run by board, you could bring decision of RADA to board. Karl will refuse to participate in decision. [more notes] Eliz - doesn’t make a difference what is truth and what is not. Importance of Bushmen’s perceptions
14.44.09 Some say NNDFN should go. In the past, some members became too important and powerful. Ju’hoansi here need to make a plan. 14.45.00 Waterburg meeting last month; Farmer’s Coop - wanted management on their terms - to be taught management skills. Coop can make their own decisions. 14.47.00 Important things are land rights and tourism because other people want to get in here. 14.50.48 Axel angry and not present because of subject of salaries. “you just have to accept this!” 14.52.30 Karl: let’s get on with our discussion: NNDFN has said they have other commitments which force them to make decisions - have also made achievements on behalf of Coop. Should NNFDN and Coop function separately/ be dissolved? 14.56.20 Neil: why not continue discussion of this now? Everyone is here - let the process continue. Karl wants to stop. 14.57.10 JKM: NNFDN is controlled by a board in Windhoek. One possibility is to approach the board with the Coop’s decision. Anyone who thinks that Tsamko and others between 1990-91 were just making bucks for wooden kraals should be ashamed of themselves. (Kxao Moses laughs to himself) 15.00.00 Tsamko: My people are dying and we are getting old - I was not like this before. We felt we were working together. Mr. Marshall came before these houses were here, so we haven’t learned much. ?? I am stupid … we need to think correctly about what we are doing today. Don’t want to hear about Nature Conservancy. Just about Nyae Nyae, etc. 15.05.00 I’ll just stay aside (angry) People applaud 15.06.06 Karl: How to proceed? Another man speaks. Karl intervenes again.

2005.11.13-90
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RADA day 3 (or 2) Neil: can we vote on dissolve Foundation or fire Mark and Axel Axel: split up into groups. Advise the people. No vote because people uninformed. Mark: no vote now. Karl: I’m influencing decision. No vote. People should be informed. Waterberg meeting not communicated. Why not trust Bob. Why not discuss with Bob (not at ______) We are here /Gao Tsamko. We are RADA. We know. Karl: delay and consequences; report back.
Royal says three alternatives: separate, dissolve, fire Axel and Mark
Karl take break.
Kxao Moses and Royal agree. Royal says .....  
[more notes]
15.15.00 Implications of Coop and NNFDN functioning independently
15.16.17 JKM: what is the point of such a separation? Not realistic.
15.17.10 We are afraid of this pointing finger. If I point one at someone else where are the other
3 being pointed?
15.18.00 Neil: If I was a member of this community now, I would be feeling very insecure.
Let’s have a show of hands re: NNFDN and Coop status
RADA community should have benefit of the doubt.
15.20.30 Axel and Karl talk. (can’t hear much). Make suggestions for future meetings, feels not
all have correct info. Doesn’t want NNFDN dissolved - Mark: not the right moment to decide
this.
15.22.20 Karl: “I’m forced to make a ruling.” Coop leaders should have suggested concrete
steps to be taken. In the absence of that we have 2 options. Says what Axel suggested. Advises
not to vote quickly.
15.27.06 A decision we would have to live with for years to come. I don’t want you to make that
mistake. (To dissolve NNFDN - Axel pacing in the background.)
15.29.40 Neil: need to diffuse the situation. Karl suggests a break to stretch and collect thoughts
Benjamin very heated; people agitated; Kxao Moses angrily gesticulates. JKM listens silently.
15.35.30 And then tells Karl that one man was mis-translated (sep. bet Coop and NNFDN is
crazy). Need a good person here. (Can’t understand Karl’s response.) We’re talking about 2
people whom people don’t want.
15.38.00 JKM very angry at Karl (stone-faced)
“Ask again!” Unless there’s a hidden agenda here re: a game reserve. That better come out
because that’s what (Axel) is trying to do. Find somebody else who will represent them.
JKM totally exasperated.
15.40.30 Karl: I don’t want to get involved, etc etc.
“I wouldn’t have agreed to come here.”
15.42.45 Karl back before whole group
Tsamko: “we have to do something now”

2005.11.13-91
(SAN94 TAPE 91)
RADA Day 3 (2)
People for dissolve; People for firing Axel and Mark.
The vote.
Royal says why dissolve: we want to hire people, make new Foundation.
Karl: why need new Foundation?
Karl: I am in no position to allow this. People for dissolve; for firing; others not decided.
Royal says count us.
Karl more obfuscation; keeps trying to stop it. go home. think. tomorrow
[more notes]
15.40.-- hand voting (couldn’t catch the question)
15.51.38 want to organize for new staff of NNFDN
15.56.46 Benjamin - everyone wants dissolution of NNFDN
15.59.35 Kxao Moses - brief comment; Royal - angry
16.00.-- Karl “mediating”
people gather in 2 different groups - expression of 2 opinions
16.00.-- Karl keeps saying he doesn’t want to be part of the decision
great deal of general confusion
16.10.50 close for today
16.12.-- Mark close-up; woman in red jacket

2005.11.13-92
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RADA Day 3
Karl: Let groups discuss means and consequences.
Royal vs Karl. What is problem. Why are you ______ us.

K ______ consequences
Royal: we must take action. We’re all here. Give us a chance to do what we want to do.
Benjamin takes over. _______
Royal says we agree. Other groups _____ say the names of who goes.
Kivit afraid to mention names.
Finally says Axel and Mark.
Victoria says people have to say why Axel and Mark must go.
Saw speaks up.
The reason why is Axel and Mark are pushy people.
≠Kxao D.: People who don’t know how to work with other people must be dismissed.
Royal: When will these people be dismissed. __________
[more notes]
16.17.25 Karl opening - some say dissolve NNFDN; some say no
short and long-term implications of chosen options need to be discussed
[very hard to hear]
16.21.49 good (funny) shot of Axel and Mark
16.23.35 4 issues: How to dissolve NNFDN? ______
Royal wants chance for discussion to arrive at solution among themselves
16.28.-- lots of agitation again - shouting
?Karl obstructing wishes of RADA?
16.29.36 Royal tries to explain to Karl
16.31.35 Firing issue discussed but still hard to hear
16.34.-- Royal wants action! (vs Karl)
16.38.-- Inds from NNFDN need to be discussed vs whole org
Names need to be mentioned (I think there has been great hesitancy regarding this.)
16.40.- Kievit joins in - doesn’t want to
16.43.30 Benjamin mention names ?scared
only people from n!oresi should speak now
16.45.-- people who don’t know how to work with people are the ones who need to be dismissed, not the whole NNFDN
16.47.45 When will they be dismissed? When a white person fires a black, it doesn’t take a minute!

2005.11.13-93
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RADA 4 (3)
Decision made. Axel, Mark dismissed.
Axel ______ off. Victoria asks again.
Ben, again, says finish discussing points.
Karl quits.
I give dumb speech (JKM?)

Victoria: you have taken decision so Karl can’t facilitate.
Axel speech. Impossible for me to continue working
Deport back to ______
Inform donors. Thank you letters are started in 91. Hereros, Bulls, water Diakonia for ______
center
USAID for three year program
Fight for rights in Windhoek.
Close rep office. Leaves.
_____ asks, _____ have right to close office?
Can’t dissolve Foundation.
Must report to board.
Want Karl to go on chairing.
Karl. Victoria no Karl; my job was to get problems on board and decisions.
Victoria: must have courage to go ahead on own. Want to hear from Mark
[more notes]
16.48.45 Benjamin: we’re not fighting the NNFDN, we just want to dismiss those who can’t work with the people
16.50.05 Axel folds his chair and walks off; good shot
Mark stays
16.51.35 Karl and Benjamin restore order
16.54.20 car leaves (?Axel)
Karl says his “mission is accomplished”; role as facilitator does not include participation in decision-making; RADA should take over
Then people appear reluctant to have Karl leave
17.01.00 Woman facilitator (in English) “You have taken everything into your hands which makes it difficult for Karl”
17.02 Axel is back
“I’ve heard your decision.....” Tells Peter to turn off camera (but it’s still on). “Under the circumstances, impossible for me to continue.” Must return to board and ask for a meeting. Also have to inform donors (in threatening tone). “Thank you for letting me fight battles for you in etc etc since 1991.”
17.05 Some people look uncomfortable
Axel: “I think I did the right job.”
“I’m still proud of it” (agriculture, cattle breeding, etc, Baraka training center, USAID-LIFE
project for self-management of land)
“Just have to close up in Windhoek”
17.08 Royal: Seems Axel wants to close up the wk of the NNFDN
Axel: No, but I have to report
17.09 Karl still there - repeats his agenda
17.14 So does woman facilitator - they want to leave (perhaps in deference to Axel)
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RADA Day 3
17.20.00 clapping for Karl
Mark still there - sitting next to Kxao Moses (looks like a giant Mickey Mouse)
Benjamin now seems to be the facilitator
17.24.50 Mark stands up; speaks
There are 2 people taking the lead - Royal and Benjamin. JKM has a big influence here.
17.26 Benjamin angry: “you people are thinking that we don’t speak for ourselves”
“This is not your meeting” (to Mark)
But Mark doesn’t leave; he sits down again. (?hasn’t he been dismissed?)
17.30 Another man talking with John.
Kxao Debe: “we want to follow someone like JKM
17.35 Now there’s all these white people, NNFDN people, making money and decisions
17.36.05 Tsamko: (less and less in translation now)
?Mark can’t understand.
long talk by Benjamin
17.43 Royal

2005.11.13-95
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RADA Day 3
more discussion, not translated by Benjamin
JKM speech
17.58.20 JKM: when the donors give money, they have power and will tell you what to do. The
project manager must be here to be responsible for you and your needs.
18.00.40 Claire and I are permanent members under rules of the Foundation. 2 members, Kievit
and /Kxao, live here.
18.02.55 Too often, decisions were made in Windhoek without Kievit and /Kxao present. Board
members need to come to Baraka for meetings so that good decisions can be made.
18.04.16 Does the Coop need a Foundation at all?
18.05.10 Need to ask donors directly if they will give money directly or if they require a board
to act as a conduit.
18.06 If there is a Foundation, it needs to be made explicit that it works for the Coop. Manager needs a job description and a contract.
Discussion regarding these remarks in Ju/'hoan (I think Karl stayed longer as facilitator, so it wasn’t a private meeting) (sitting next to /Kxao Moses)
18.21 Plan: 1. visit board members in Windhoek soon
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RADA Day 4
18.25.20 Concerns about money for trip to Windhoek
18.27.35 Shebby; lengthy, rather disorganized talk
18.40.50 RADA seems to have reconvened (?for afternoon session)
18.42.20 Royal (in English) talk about Coop to include people who arrived yesterday (Karl prompting)
18.44.20 Tsamko arrives carrying his own chair
18.45.14 Chris Roc (?) - head of part of ministry of agriculture. “Coop development is not about gov’t disappearance. It’s about _____ people.” What are the Coop’s acturties?
18.52.30 What if you don’t wish to be a member of the Coop?
Tsamko: Nothing to do about that.

2005.11.13-97
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RADA Day 4
Chris, con’t
18.54.40 getting money just for living here is complicated - if only Coop members get money, what happens to people who are not members, but are living here? This is different from getting money for rendering a service
Should local gov’t and Coop be one?
18.58.59 Some, but not all here, are members of the Coop.
Local gov’t and Coop should be the same.
19.00 “ “ is automatic by residence
Coop is by membership - not rep of all people. Some people will want to challenge rep. Coop not yet registered - when it is, all will be members.
19.18 Pros and cons of local gov’t regs need to be addressed
Can’t speak for other ministries
Ministry of Regional and local gov’t is the correct one to consult
Important for you to tell the ministry what you want, not wait for them to tell you. You need to invite them to meet and discuss your plans.

2005.11.13-98
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RADA Day 4
19.24.50 JKM: reminding how Coop got started; need an authority/ a local gov’t to hold our land
Rules were made so Coop council could drill, find places to farm, identify communal lands, and try to help those dispossessed. At that time, Namibia was part of colonial administration and we couldn’t ask RSA to establish local gov’t. Instead name “Coop” was used so we might be able to get it registered like some other coops in Namibia. But we always hoped for a local gov’t. So this is a very important question.

19.29.45 In statutes - Tsumkwe is municipal area, not part of Nyae Nyae communal lands. Your land to say yes or no to those entering. [applause]

19.30.30 Tsamko: (probably an important response)
(brief) not translated - people seem to ignore him.

19.31.35 Chris: still thinks better to have a local authority elected by everyone - interests will be better served. very important topic
People seem still unsure about the difference.

19.34.30 Tsamko: different functions bring people together to discuss problems.

19.36.25 Tsamko con’t: People can’t just say whatever they want. Tourists must have designated areas.
What are duties of women and men?
We want Ju’hoansi to be teachers

Functions of the Coop: mechanics, fencing, farming, husbandry

19.40.13 The Coop is to protect our gains since independence from RSA
19.40.35 Thanks
Chris - but some of these things do not fit well into the functions of Coop
1. land allocation
2. taking money for tourist only hunting
These are better done by a local gov’t

19.42.15 Chris: I should share what I think. These functions might be challenged.
19.46.30 Axel is supposed to teach us the procedures. We don’t know where to take our problems to - some people just want to keep us the way we are.
19.48 Facilitators say good bye
19.52.00 Chris: My fear is that in 2 years some people may want to take advantage of you.
19.55.00 Royal: We need to share ideas and find solutions
JKM: a constitution
Chris: A local authority is good for that
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RADA Day 4
19.56.15 Chris still trying to explain differences between functions of Coop and local gov’t
People (outside) will accept a local gov’t which is elected by everyone.
19.57.40 He urges careful consideration, caution, restraint
19.59.55 Who is the owner/ who are the members of the Coop?
Benjamin: even Mark S doesn’t know
20.04.00 Ben: we need to organize our area.
Kievit looks disgusted; covers his ears
20.05.50 JKM: They were right just now.
Main purpose was to create a little constitution for holding Nyae Nyae. Coop has been functioning like a local gov’t. If you live here, you are a member a priori.

20.08.41 JKM: have to assume that the Coop rules are like to those of a constitution. Everyone is a citizen of Nyae Nyae and a member and can speak. They have the right to be heard.

20.10.25 No one here is to blame for the confusion between the Coop and a local gov’t. The most important thing is to go to the regional area minister and see if we can use this organization (Coop) as a local gov’t. Will it be so recognized and honored by the gov’t. Even in court?

20.14.30 We need to know who are our officers, managers, etc. (Ju’hoansi) with helmet hat)

20.16.55 Chris: Certain things need to be clarified by you before you meet with the ministers. When you collect money from tourists, you will be asked what you need the money for? To divide it amongst yourselves or use it for development purposes? When they see you have answered these questions, they will know you are clever!

20.21.50 Big problem in our n!oresi: we have been asking questions and never getting answers back.
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RADA Day 4

20.28.00 JKM: Is it possible to review the Coop statutes to see which are still appropriate for a regional gov’t? Patrick Dickens translated them into Ju’hoan.

Chris agrees.

20.31.15 Specific questions:
1. How are leaders elected?
2. How can leaders be removed?
3. How will you handle control of money?
4. On what do you want to spend the money?

Broad purposes: to allocate land and control money.

Duties of members: 1. to make a decision re: wanting to be a member
2. to make decisions re: money and share certificate of membership
3. attend annual meeting - elects management council, Coop laws, secret ballot

20.40 Nyae Nyae Residents Council

Day 4 2pm

20.43 Informal shots - mechanics area

return to afternoon session of Radar

20.48.15 Royal: election of leaders is same as this RADA

20.52.25 "Solutions"

discussions at RADA to elect and fire

20.58.15 Chris: Many other communal areas in Namibia. They all have a chief who is the highest person.
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RADA Day 4

01.24 Minister of Agriculture explaining; Royal translating into Ju’hoan:
“advantageous position of the Ju’/hoansi”
Important for them to understand how the election process works.
tribal authority; also local, democratic authority
other communal areas in Namibia
03.00 clapping  Benjamin continues to talk laughter
05.00  List of questions: eg - how are leaders elected
06.00  (list con’t) - money to be used for equipment, not selves
- account opened in Grootfontein
- discussion prior to withdrawing money
08.00 Another man also writing (in pink coat)
11.00 Money used for following things:
12.15  Writing a list: eg cows, tools, etc
Name of our organization if “NNFC”
18.06 Minister of Agriculture: Use of name? Farmers’ Council
are all the people farmers? If so, Council is a good term
19.40  ?Nyae Nyae Residents’ Council
20.42  Have to talk with regional gov’t re: allocation of various things like land distribution; fees
from tourists, etc.
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RADA Day 4
[NB out of sequence]
In English Benjamin reading a statement: many changes... “In the beginning things were
difficult” When people were ill, hospital was 140 km from us. Change is difficult - started in
1983 - borehole in my n’ore - important
move to my ancestral home
a few cows
hunting and gathering
3 years involved in community development
still working for a good cause
Biggest fear: Herero to Gam
Now 1800 Hereros are living there. Hereroland is already overgrazed
“a squatter camp” (very funny)
Nyae Nyae: isolated, a few cows
Herero are already stated to harass re: land, livestock
would be the end of our lives if they come
We Ju’/hoansi - small in number, still poor
--.34  If one of us gives in it will be the end
now in Ju’/hoan
--.38  Sign “What the community needs to discuss with council”
Kxao Moses
Everyone horsing around, especially Kxao
--.48  JKM to Mark: Go to each village; Listen - didn’t do it, must leave. Mark looks stunned.
In English re: Mark again to some women Kievit sitting down again Tsamko, etc Everyone seems to be talking at once

Minister of Agriculture (Chris Brock): Hope you’re clear about your decisions today and why. I now have a mandate to help you because you are not a cooperative. Perhaps in future if your council is doing well and you want to establish a smaller Coop ......
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RADA
Interview with Ju/'hoan woman
Interview with principal of Tsumkwe school
25.15 Minister of Agriculture (Chris Brock) invites another meeting in Windhoek..... hopes for “good relations with the Foundation”
24.-- “I wish you courage and wisdom in your futures here” mutual thank yous and applause
21.-- problems with rides back to village
18.20 Talk with a Ju/'hoan girl (see translation) (JKM asking questions)
some expressive gestures and good close-ups
7.25 Principal of school in Tsumkwe (?) (JKM interviewing)
He is rather sketchy he says - There since 1988
Grades 1 to 10 within Windhoek region might be upgraded to Grade 12
4.55 Changes since independence?
yes lots of different cultural groups now.
50/195 “learners” are Ju/'hoansi
3.45 JKM conflicts? Some at first.
Most important subjects? English, math, life science, business Ju/'hoan teachers now. Did have two special problems with grade 1 and intro of new language
01.00 How about Foundation’s education program?
01.44 How about Foundation’s general problems? Can I pass? hesitant to answer because he didn’t want to lose his job
03.13 One day someone from the Foundation just came and took 13 Ju/'hoan away. There should have been some discussion. We are just gov’t workers doing what our ministries tell us.
39.-- JKM: concerns about village school curricula Teacher agrees and says teachers themselves only have 5th grade education - can’t teach English and kids do poorly when they arrive at school in Tsumkwe.

36.21  JKM being shown on camera asking questions
34.45  Students in class learning English
32.--  handwriting
30.--  outside shot of school
29.50  driving along the wretched road to Windhoek
gate crossing from Bushmanland (vet control point) with Toma
Windhoek for board meeting at Delius Sr.
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Interview with Tsumkwe principal con’t
Drive to Windhoek
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TC: 00:00:00 - 00:30:27

Kivit Interview Part 1 Aug 12, 1994, Tsumkwe
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TC: 00:30:28 - 01:00:11

Kivit Interview Part 2, Aug 13, 1994, Tsumkwe
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TC: 01:00:11 - 01:04:39

Kivit Interview Part 3, Aug 13, 1994, Tsumkwe

2005.11.13-108
(nnkn Meeting 1, February 1994

2005.11.13-109
(nnkn Meeting 2

2005.11.13-110
(nnkn Meeting 3

2005.11.13-111
(nnkn Meeting 4

John Marshall Ju/'hoan Bushman Film and Video Collection, 1950-2000
Human Studies Film Archives, Smithsonian Institution
2005.11.13-112
NNDFN Meeting 5

2005.11.13-113
NYAE SCHOOL Opening 1

2005.11.13-114
NYAE SCHOOL Opening 2

2005.11.13-115
NYAE SCHOOL Opening 3

2005.11.13-116
NYAE SCHOOL Opening 4

2005.11.13-117
Waterberg (July 1994)
Documents Marshall's attempt to attend a workshop on resource management in Nyae Nyae that was organized by the LIFE (Living in a Finite Environment) program and the NNDFN. The workshop was held at the Waterberg Plateau National Park in July 1994; it was attended by the staff of the NNDFN, three Ju/'hoan members of the NNFC, representatives of the LIFE program, USAID and World Wildlife Foundation, and officials from the Department of Environment and Tourism (Namibian government). In the footage, Marshall is told by LIFE program officer Barbara Wycoff-Baird that he cannot attend the workshop; Marshall argues his right to attend with Wycoff-Baird and NNDFN staff member Mark Spoelstra. Footage was accidentally or surreptitiously shot by John Marshall; recorded with a camcorder that was held at his side or slung over his shoulder. See also 2005.11.13-12 to -15 for additional footage of this three-day workshop.
## List of common acronyms, nicknames, and foreign language terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JBDF</td>
<td>Ju/wa Bushmen Development Foundation</td>
<td>Early name for the Nyae Nyae Development Foundation of Namibia, 1982-1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNDFN</td>
<td>Nyae Nyae Development Foundation of Namibia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFU</td>
<td>Ju/wa Farmer’s Union</td>
<td>Early name for the Nyae Nyae Farmer’s Cooperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNFC</td>
<td>Nyae Nyae Farmer’s Cooperative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADA</td>
<td>This is the governing council of the Farmer’s Cooperative, made up of representatives from each n'ore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWA</td>
<td>South West Africa</td>
<td>Now known as Namibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA; RSA</td>
<td>Republic of South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNTAG</td>
<td>UN Transition Assistance Group</td>
<td>Oversaw Namibia’s first democratic election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTA</td>
<td>Democratic Turnhalla Alliance</td>
<td>Namibian political party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWAPO</td>
<td>South West Africa People’s Organization</td>
<td>Namibian political party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature Conservation</td>
<td>Ministry of Nature Conservation</td>
<td>Ministry within the Namibian government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWF</td>
<td>The organization formerly known as the World Wildlife Fund</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID</td>
<td>United States Agency for International Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIFE</td>
<td>Living in a Finite Environment</td>
<td>Project implemented through a cooperative effort of the WWF and USAID. Focused of indigenous communities who have communal land and on the establishment of conservancies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPC</td>
<td>Environmental Planning Committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIDA</td>
<td>Swedish International Development Agency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORAD</td>
<td>Norwegian Agency for Development Co-operation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>Health Unlimited</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPS</td>
<td>Cash Payment Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUCSIN</td>
<td>University Centre for Studies in Namibia</td>
<td>Located in Windhoek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADF</td>
<td>South African Defense Force</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUCN</td>
<td>International Union for the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Names</td>
<td>Nicknames, alternate spellings</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toma Tsamko (elder)</td>
<td>#oma; #Toma</td>
<td>Leader of the /Gautcha band; husband of !U; John Marshall’s namesake (died 1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!U Debe</td>
<td>!U Dabe</td>
<td>Toma’s wife; and &quot;owner&quot; of /Gautcha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsamko Toma</td>
<td>Tsamkxao; &quot;Bobo&quot;</td>
<td>Son of Toma and !U; former chairman of the NNFC; currently the Traditional Authority in Nyae Nyae (a government position)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kushay</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tsamko’s wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kxao Moses Toma</td>
<td>/Gao Moses; Gao Moses</td>
<td>Son of Toma and !U; Manager of the Nyae Nyae Conservancy; former employee of the NNDFN;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaishay Martin</td>
<td>Gaishay Toma; /’xashe Martin</td>
<td>Son of Toma and !U; government official in 1980's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bau Toma</td>
<td></td>
<td>Daughter of Toma and !U; trainee nurse with Health Unlimited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!Ungka Norna</td>
<td></td>
<td>Daughter of Toma and !U; named for Lorna Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toma “Leon” Tsamko</td>
<td>#oma; #Toma</td>
<td>Son of Tsamko; grandson of Toma Tsamko. Translator and assistant to John Marshall during 1990's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kxao Debe</td>
<td>Gao Lame; Gao Debe;</td>
<td>!U’s brother (died circa 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N!ai</td>
<td>Nai, N!ae</td>
<td>!U’s niece; /Gunda’s wife; featured in N!ai, A Story of a !Kung Woman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Gunda</td>
<td>Gunda, /Kunta</td>
<td>Important Ju’hoan healer;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Role/Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gao Kanna</td>
<td>/Gao; /ao Filmstar; /ao K!anna Filmstar; Gao Filmstar’ husband of N!ai Star of the feature film, <em>The Gods Must Be Crazy</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kivit /Qui Chapman</td>
<td>Kievit one of the RADA chairmen Ju/’hoan farmer assisted by the NNFC to relocate to Nyae Nyae in 1990 (died circa 1996)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Chapman Royal</td>
<td>Koba /Qui Chapman’s wife First Ju/’hoan member of Namibian Parliament; translator for NNFC in 1990's Translator for NNFC in 1990's</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Marshall</td>
<td>Toma Xosi; John; JKM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurence K. Marshall</td>
<td>LKM, LK John Marshall's Father</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorna J. Marshall</td>
<td>LJM John Marshall’s mother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Marshall Thomas</td>
<td>EMT John Marshall’s sister</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claude McIntyre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Ritchie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frikkie Farrell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Dickens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Strong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Biesele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axel Thoma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Bishop</td>
<td>JB Cameraman, 1989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitchie Rommelaere</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>